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Trade in wildlife and fisheries -

legal and illegal

• The international component of trade in wildlife and
fisheries is estimated to be worth more than US$60 billion
a year (excluding timber)

• UNEP valued the illegal component of wildlife trade at
approximately US$5-8 billion a year In 1998,
– If so, the illegal trade in wildlife is 2nd in value only to the

smuggling of drugs among the world’s illegal economies (and
larger than smuggling weapons or smuggling people)

• The extent of illegal, unreported and unregulated (IUU)
fishing is even more difficult to estimate
– the FAO assumes that IUU fishing accounts for up to 30% of total

catches in some important fisheries
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Jagalchi Fish Market,Busan

Lessons from the whale-meat market

• 1972, United Nations calls for a moratorium on whaling

• 1982, IWC votes for a moratorium on commercial whaling

• 1986, moratorium comes into effect

• 1988, Japan, Norway and Iceland begin scientific whaling

• 1993, I got an interesting phone call

Tsukiji Market, Tokyo



Sources of whale meat after

the moratorium

Japan - ‘scientific whaling’ and ‘bycatch’ of large whales
Korea - no scientific whaling but ‘bycatch’ of large whales

Japan - 2007/08 scientific hunt

• 850 Antarctic minke
• 50 Antarctic fin (0 takes)
• 50 Antarctic humpback (deferred)
• 220 North Pacific minke
• 50 NP Bryde’s
• 100 NP sei

Japan - annual bycatch

• >100 NP minke
Korea - annual bycatch

• 80-160 NP minke



Incidental fisheries mortality -

‘bycatch whaling’

Fisheries bycatch is a
worldwide problem
particularly for small
cetaceans (dolphins and
porpoises).

But only in Japan and Korea are baleen
whales routinely caught in large numbers
and sold in commercial markets.



• Fish Markets

• Specialty Shops

• Department Stores

• Restaurants

• Internet

Where can you find whale meat?



What species could ‘whale meat’

come from?

16 shown for the North Pacific

    89 species

– 15 baleen whales

– 74 toothed whales
• dolphins

• porpoises

• beaked whales

• sperm whales

In 1993, only the minke
whale was included in
scientific whaling.



What is the true extent of

‘bycatch whaling’?

• Using molecular monitoring of whalemeat markets,we
estimate that the ‘true take’ is twice the reported takes of
North Pacific minke whales:

– Korea, 160/year (2007, Molecular Ecology)

– Japan, 150/year (2009, Animal Conservation)



How can you identify

whale meat?



Problem: CITES restricts the transport of
samples from the country of origin (except by permit)

Solution: Portable PCR creates synthetic
copies of the DNA from the native samples

Seoul

Tokyo



Early DNA taxonomy of

whales in trade

• DNA taxonomy of species in
trade
– whales and dolphins

• Baker and Palumbi 1994

– caviar
• DeSalle and Birstein 1996

– pinniped penises
• Malik et al. 1997

– ‘mock turtle’ syndrome
• Roman and Bowen 2000

• ‘universal’ DNA taxonomy
– ‘DNA barcode of Life’

• Herbert et al. 2003

Expected

Unexpected

Protected

Baker and Palumbi (1994) ‘Which
whales are hunted?’ Science
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Not just whales -

• Small cetaceans are not protected by the
IWC or other international agreements
(CITES covers only trade)

• Japan - coastal drive fisheries, hand harpoon
and small-type whaling
– 23,000/year (including Taiji)

• South Korea and Japan - fisheries bycatch
and illegal hunting
– unknown

D. Doubilet



From ‘The Cove’

to the market

• Dolphin captured in the Taiji
drive hunt are destined to be
– kept live for commercial aquaria

– slaughtered for human consumption



Mercury rising
• Mercury contamination is a growing

threat to ocean health

• Mercury contamination increases in
long-lived, predators such as bluefin
tuna and dolphins

• WHO and FDA recommend maximum
safe levels of 1 ppm in seafood

Minamata
‘disease’



Which products are contaminated?

• Dolphin and whale meat is poorly labeled
– a mixed plate could include minke whale, fin whale and dolphin

• Some dolphin meat is highly contaminated with mercury
– this differs considerably by species

Endo et al. (2005) Environ Sci Tech  

• Working with Japanese
toxicologist, we identified
dolphin meat for mercury
analysis
– Bottlenose meat, 98 ppm

– False killer meat, 87 ppm

– Dolphin liver, 1,980 ppm(!)





Epilogue: ‘The Hump’

• 1 Oct 2009, Charles Hambleton
of ‘The Cove’ purchases ‘whale’
sashimi at ‘The Hump’, Santa
Monica, CA

• 9 Oct 2009, we identify sashimi
as sei whale and report to NOAA

• 7 Mar 2010, ‘The Cove’ wins
Oscar for best documentary

• 10 Mar 2010, DA issues criminal
complaint against ‘The Hump’



Epilogue: Seoul food

• 12 Sep 2009, we visit Japanese
‘whalemeat’ restaurant in Seoul

• 20 Dec 2009, we report identification of
whalemeat to Seoul Metropolitan Police

• 14 Apr 2010, we publish results linking
both ‘The Hump’ and Seoul whale meat
to illegal trade with Japan



Update: ‘The Cove’

Director,  Louie Psihoyos; Executive Producer, Jim Clark

‘12 Documents that changed the world’ - Entertainment Weekly



Update:‘The Cove’

in Japan

• Japan’s Far Right Blocks Screenings of ‘The Cove’
• YOKOHAMA, Japan 18 June 2010

• “‘The Cove’, an Oscar-winning documentary about dolphin hunting in Japan,
would seem to be a natural fit for movie theaters here, but so far the
distributor has yet to find a single one that will screen the film. And if Shuhei
Nishimura and his compatriots on Japan’s nationalist fringe have their way,
none ever will.”



Update:

The Taiji hunt

– Activists protest start of annual chase, which locals
see as a cultural event.

– “One Japanese coastal village, whose annual dolphin hunt was made
famous in the Oscar-winning documentary The Cove, opened this
year's season on Friday.

– Japan's government has set a yearly quota of 20,000, and argues that
the killings and captures are no different from raising pigs and cows.
The hunt is not subject to international antiwhaling laws.”

Newsweek, http://msnbc.com/

Japanese Hunt Dolphins Into the Cove,
Once More - Taiji, 3 Sep 2010



Update: the IWC and

Japanese whaling

May 20, 2009, Congressional hearing on
oversight of IWC, Hogarth, Block, Baker

• June 2010, the IWC voted against a negotiated return to
limited commercial whaling, supported by US Delegation



An uncertain future for

whales and whaling
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